
FEATURES BENEFITS
Fold-and-go design Get portable with a collapsible headset that fits into even the 

smallest bag. Slip it into the soft sustainable pouch and you’re 
instantly good to go.

Hybrid Active  
Noise Cancellation

Cancel noise so you can stay focused, with our best-in-class 
noise-cancelling technology and memory foam-padded earcups 
to block out unwanted sounds.

Jabra ClearVoice Be heard more clearly on calls with our specially-designed 
microphone technology that reduces the noise around you.

Jabra Air Comfort  
technology

Comfort is key, so our foam-filled, pressure-relieving headset 
has flexible ear cups and an ultra-soft and gentle fit that feels 
out of this world.

360˚ busylight Get some time to yourself with a glowing busylight that shows 
everyone you’re busy without saying a word.

Hide-away  
microphone arm

A hide-away microphone arm lets you switch between 
professional and personal. Just lift or lower the arm to answer 
and decline calls, adjust volume, mute, and access Microsoft 
Teams in an instant, and flip it up when you want to listen to 
music without looking like you’re about host a TED talk.

Rechargeable battery Enjoy all-day wireless calls and music with up to 20 hours of 
battery life1

Certifications Choose between two variants, one optimized for Microsoft Teams 
and another that works with Zoom and other major meeting 
platforms. With wireless range of up to 30m/100ft  and  
Plug-and-Play connectivity, you can enjoy high-quality 
collaboration wherever you are. 

Out-of-this-world 
comfort for easy 
all-day wear

Jabra Air Comfort 
technology ›

Get portable 
with a collapsible 

headset
Fold-and-go 

design ›

Be heard more 
clearly on 

calls with our 
specially-designed 

microphone

Jabra ClearVoice ›

Sound professional 
with the microphone 
arm down and flip 

up for low-key 
listening

Hide-away  
microphone arm ›

Cancel noise 
so you can 
stay focused

Hybrid Active 
Noise Cancellation ›

Show everyone 
you don’t want to 
be disturbed

360˚ busylight ›

*Refer to Jabra.com/commercial-claims 
1 Up to 15 hours talk time with ANC on and Busylight on, up to 32 hours of listening time with ANC off and Busylight off, and up to 21 hours listening time with ANC on.

EVOLVE2 65 FLEX
Unfold a more flexible way 
to work

FIND OUT MORE ›

EVOLVE2 65 FLEX
No limits. No noise. Work  
anywhere with the ultra-flexible,  
noise-cancelling Evolve2 65 Flex.
From the world’s leading professional  
audio brand for work & life*

DATA SHEET

WIRELESS
RANGE  

EVOLVE2 65 FLEX 

30M

BEST-IN-CLASS 
HYBRID

ACTIVE NOISE 
CANCELLATION  

EVOLVE2 65 FLEX 

See Jabra.com/claims

https://www.jabra.com/business/office-headsets/jabra-evolve/jabra-evolve2-65-flex

